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Women’s Souls: The Duchess of
Malfi and ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore

The intensity of the early seventeenth-century interest in the body by

no means precluded an equally eager interest in the soul. Even a work

like Robert Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy, for all the resonances of

the overtly medical underpinnings invoked by its title, postulated the

mind as influenced by the body but by no means entirely constituted

by it. In John Ford’s 1629 tragicomedy The Lover’s Melancholy, which

openly acknowledges its debt to Burton,1 the physician Corax explic-

itly denies that the primary cause of melancholy is physiological, or at

least avers that it is so only in a highly complex way:

Melancholy

Is not as you conceive, indisposition

Of body, but the mind’s disease. So ecstasy,

Fantastic dotage, madness, phrenzy, rapture

Of mere imagination, differ partly

From melancholy, which is briefly this:

A mere commotion of the mind, o’ercharged

With fear and sorrow, first begot i’th’brain,

The seat of reason, and from thence derived

As suddenly into the heart, the seat

Of our affection.2

Similarly Bacon, also an influence on Ford (who used him as a source

for his play Perkin Warbeck), argued that

if any man of weak judgement do conceive that this suffering of the

mind from the body doth either question the immortality, or dero-

gate from the sovereignty of the soul, he may be taught in easy
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instances, that the infant in the mother’s womb is compatible with

the mother and yet separable; and the most absolute monarch is

sometimes led by his servants and yet without subjection. As for the

reciprocal knowledge, which is the operation of the conceits and

passions of the mind upon the body, we see all wise physicians, in

the prescriptions of their regiments to their patients, do ever

consider accidentia animi as of great force to further or hinder reme-

dies or recoveries: and more specially it is an inquiry of great depth

and worth concerning imagination, how and how far it altereth the

body proper of the imaginant.3

Scientific interest in the nature of the relationship between the soul

and the body was joined from the late 1620s by a markedly pseudo-

scientific enquiry into the soul prompted by growing interest in

neo-Platonism of Henrietta Maria, queen of Charles I, not to mention

her devout Catholicism, which led to a spiritual tone at the court of

Charles very different from that which had prevailed in the reign of his

father.

It has often been postulated that Ford in particular was heavily influ-

enced by this cult of Platonic love.4 I have myself argued elsewhere that

he was, moreover, personally sympathetic to Catholicism.5 There are

certainly some remarkable facts about his plays. Annabella in ’Tis Pity

She’s a Whore behaves just as badly as the female heroes of either The

Changeling or Women Beware Women, and indeed her story is closely

modelled on the subplot of the latter, with the motif of incest resurfac-

ing and Bergetto and Poggio clearly reprising the Ward and Sordido.

However, unlike either of them, Annabella dies forgiven by a priest and

with some distinct imagery of holiness and martyrdom clinging to her.

To some extent this unusually lenient treatment of the female hero can

perhaps be attributed to the novel phenomenon of the presence at

court of a queen afforded respect and indeed devotion by her husband.

Equally, however, it can be traced to the simple belief which Corax

expounds in The Lover’s Melancholy, that there is more to the soul than

the body. This is also a belief found in Webster, to whom Ford’s reuse of

clearly Websterian motifs in The Lover’s Melancholy loudly proclaims a

debt almost as great as that to Burton.6 In ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore, Ford’s

dramatic borrowings are more obviously from Marlowe and

Shakespeare than from Webster, but nevertheless he shares with his

more immediate predecessor the fact that both their female heroes,

despite each at various times being visibly pregnant in a way that

neither of Middleton’s ever is, are ultimately defined less by their bodies
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than by their souls. Moreover, both playwrights underline this fact by a

simple but extremely effective device: each borrows a motif from the

Mystery plays. In Ford’s case, this comes when the pregnant Annabella

defies Soranzo’s inquisition into the name of her child’s father and

assures that him an angel fathered her baby. In Webster’s, a Mystery

framework is less in evidence in The  Duchess  of  Malfi, though the

phenomenon of the Duchess’s voice in a ruined monastic building, so

marked a feature of the English rather than the Italian landscape,

certainly points clearly enough to the post-Reformation confusion

which has produced the situation in which, as Flamineo puts it, ‘While

we look up to heaven we confound / Knowledge with knowledge’.7 In

The White Devil, though, it is surely because the situation of Vittoria so

closely resembles that of the woman taken in adultery, whom Christ

pardons while rebuking the lawyers, that she is allowed so impressive

and spirited a defence and that we are so little encouraged to judge her.

Here, a deeper mystery than the merely literary forces the master to

view all things sub specie aeternatis.

‘With the skin side inside’: The Duchess of Malfi

The  Duchess  of  Malfi shares with The  Changeling a strongly marked

image-pattern of closets, wombs, interiors and secrets, but in Webster’s

play, men have interiors too, and inner nature is not a feminised

threat, but an essential part of human make-up, which neither gender

should ignore or seek to transcend. The Duchess of Malfi can thus be

read as recuperating the popular image of women as governed by their

bodies, and rehabilitating the fecund woman, by suggesting that

bodies are in fact a vital part of all humans’ understanding of their

own condition, and indeed, paradoxically, a crucial tool and prerequi-

site for the apprehension of spirituality in ways which come closer to

neo-Platonic ideas of ascension from the corporeal to the immanent

than to early modern theories of anatomy as destiny. Indeed Maurice

Hunt has suggested that the official medical practice of the play is

made to seem notably ineffective beside ‘the Duchess’s acts of healing’

and that ‘[b]y identifying vicious Bosola as a doctor, Webster devalues

the medical profession’.8 Along similar lines, William Kerwin has

recently argued that the play is engaged in a deliberate critique of

contemporary medical practice and attitudes:

The play’s medical theater displays how claims to ancient and disin-

terested traditions can cover up base interests . . . Webster’s play can
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help us understand how medical power legitimates itself – the pose

of timelessness, similar to some late twentieth-century claims of

scientific objectivity, masks the connections between medicine and

society. Webster’s representations of medicine point toward the

configuration in early modern culture of theatrical, political, and

medical discourses, and towards the tenuous demonstrations of

power upon which the ‘professions’ often depend.9

Webster, Kerwin suggests, sees connections rather than separations

between bodies and societies, and he seems to me to see a similar

connection between bodies and minds. Women, as examples par excel

lence of creatures situated in the body, thus provide the ideal bridge

from the material to the spiritual. Moroever, in what looks like an

ironic echoing of the one-sex model, men are posited as essentially

similar to women, but reluctant to realise it. 

The Duchess of Malfi is a play rich in images of interiors. In his first

exchange with Delio, Antonio insistently speaks about the insides of

things. He says of Bosola,

this foul melancholy

Will poison all his goodness, for – I’ll tell you –

If too immoderate sleep be truly said

To be an inward rust unto the soul,

It then doth follow want of action

Breeds all black malcontents, and their close rearing,

Like moths in cloth, do hurt for want of wearing.10

Antonio’s language here centres on inner qualities like goodness, that

quintessence of interiority, the soul, the word ‘inward’ and an image

of clothes folded away in a drawer or cupboard. Not only is Antonio

thus immediately established as a man whose vision can penetrate past

superficial outsides and probe what lies deeper, as when he later says

directly to Bosola ‘I do understand your inside’ (II.i.82), but also we are

firmly encouraged to subscribe to a belief in the existence of interior-

ity and to regard it as relevant to this play. This is further underlined

when Delio says, ‘you promis’d me / To make me the partaker of the

natures / Of some of your great courtiers’ (I.i.83–5), and the motif of

interiority surfaces again in Antonio’s assertion that ‘as out of the

Grecian horse issued many famous princes, so out of brave horseman-

ship, arise the first sparks of growing resolution, that raise the mind to

noble action’ (I.i.143–6).
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We continue to hear of interiors, as in Delio’s bizarre description of

Count Malateste, ‘He has worn gunpowder in’s hollow tooth / For the

toothache’ (III.ii.13–14), where we are offered a view inside the

normally hidden parts of a man’s mouth. Offered a ring, Antonio typi-

cally probes within it: ‘There is a saucy, and ambitious devil / Is

dancing in this circle’ (I.i.412–13). The Duchess herself becomes, in

Antonio’s formulation, a sort of paradigmatic interior in which the

absolute consonance between inside and outside means that her body

functions not only as a window to her soul but also as a mirror:11 ‘Let

all sweet ladies break their flatt’ring glasses, / And dress themselves in

her’ (I.i.204–5). The Duchess certainly shows herself acutely aware of

interiors, saying to Cariola ‘Leave me: but place thyself behind the

arras’ (I.i.357) and telling Antonio:

Sir,

This goodly roof of yours is too low built,

I cannot stand upright in’t, nor discourse,

Without I raise it higher: raise yourself,

Or if you please, my hand to help you: so.

(I.i.415–19)

She also advises him, 

If you will know where breathes a complete man –

I speak it without flattery – turn your eyes

And progress through yourself.

(I.i.435–7)

To the Duchess, interiors represent safety: ‘All discord, without this

circumference, / Is only to be pitied, and not fear’d’ (I.i.469–70).

Indeed she ceases to look outside at all, saying ‘I now am blind’

(I.i.494) and ‘O, let me shroud my blushes in your bosom’ (I.i.502). In

danger, she flies to Loreto, where the supposed House of the Virgin

Mary, said to have been carried there by angels, holds out hope of a

reassuring domesticity. 

It is therefore completely characteristic of the family formed by the

Duchess both that danger should be imaged in terms of the outside, as

when Antonio says of his wife in labour that ‘She’s expos’d / Unto the

worst of torture, pain, and fear’ (II.ii.66–7), with its telling image of

exposure, and that safety should be sought in a retreat to interiors:
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Ant. Gentlemen,

We have lost much plate you know; and but this evening

Jewels, to the value of four thousand ducats

Are missing in the duchess’ cabinet –

Are the gates shut?

Off. Yes.

Ant. ’Tis the duchess’ pleasure

Each officer be lock’d into his chamber

Till the sun-rising; and to send the keys

Of all their chests, and of their outward doors,

Into her bedchamber – she is very sick.

(II.ii.51–9)

Gates, doors and chests must all be shut and locked before either

Antonio or the Duchess can begin to feel secure. Even Cariola

expresses her belief in the sacred inviolability of interiority when she

responds to Antonio’s threat to stab her in the mistaken belief that she

has betrayed them to Ferdinand, ‘Pray sir, do: and when / That you

have cleft my heart, you shall read there / Mine innocence’

(III.ii.144–6). Even towards the end of the play, Antonio still retains a

touching faith in what can be achieved by an appeal to interiority,

saying to Delio of the Cardinal:

I have got

Private access to his chamber, and intend

To visit him, about the mid of night,

As once his brother did our noble duchess.

It may be that the sudden apprehension

Of danger – for I’ll go in mine own shape –

When he shall see it fraught with love and duty,

May draw the poison out of him, and work

A friendly reconcilement

(V.ii.64–72)

The discourse of interiority is not confined to Antonio, however.

Bosola too speaks it; indeed Celia Daileader speaks of him as governed

by a violent ‘fantasy of visual penetration’.12 He talks of ‘th’ inside of

my heart’ (III.ii.302), of graves and cabinets (III.ii.291–6), and mice in

cat’s ears (IV.ii.137–9), and often images interiority with a characteris-

tic quirkiness which suggests the extent to which the perceptions of a

person’s interior are themselves configured by the psychology of the
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person doing the perceiving, thus opening up layers within layers of

interiority:

There was a lady in France, that having had the smallpox, flayed the

skin off her face to make it more level; and whereas before

she looked like a nutmeg-grater, after she resembled an abortive

hedgehog.

(II.i.26–9)

What Bosola wants to probe here, though, are specifically female

mysteries and interiors, and indeed the Old Lady concedes, ‘It seems

you are well acquainted with my closet’ (II.i.34). A similar impulse

drives his efforts to probe the secrets of the Duchess’ most protected

interior space, her womb:

I observe our duchess

Is sick o’days, she pukes, her stomach seethes,

The fins of her eyelids look most teeming blue,

She wanes i’ th’ cheek, and waxes fat i’ th’ flank;

And (contrary to our Italian fashion)

Wears a loose-body’d gown – there’s somewhat in’t!

I have a trick may chance discover it

(II.i.63–9)

There’s ‘somewhat in’t’, but what it is defies discovery. The image of

seeing into the womb is even more strongly stated shortly subse-

quently, as Bosola explains:

A whirlwind strike off these bawd farthingales,

For, but for that, and the loose-body’d gown,

I should have discover’d apparently

The young springal cutting a caper in her belly.

(II.i.148–51)

To his eventual cost, however, Bosola pays no such attention to the

contents of his own heart and mind, and thus finds himself led to

perform acts which he will ultimately come bitterly to regret. For him,

it seems, interiority is a space gendered feminine, and this idea of the

sexualised nature of interiority is continued with the tale of the

Switzer alleged to have been found in the duchess’ chamber with the

‘pistol in his cod-piece’ (II.ii.36–41), and again with the obvious sexual

symbolism of Ferdinand’s
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Would I could be one,

That I might toss her palace ’bout her ears,

Root up her goodly forests, blast her meads,

And lay her general territory as waste

As she hath done her honours.

(II.iv.17–21)

It is richly appropriate, moreover, that it is the lustful Julia’s secreting

of Bosola in her cabinet (V.ii.217) which leads directly to her death.

Bosola does, however, remember that men have interiors too, even

if he neglects his own. He returns the compliment of character analy-

sis paid him by Antonio when he assures the Duchess that the latter

was

a soldier that thought it

As beastly to know his own value too little

As devilish to acknowledge it too much:

Both his virtue and form deserv’d a far better fortune.

His discourse rather delighted to judge itself, than show itself.

His breast was fill’d with all perfection,

And yet it seem’d a private whisp’ring-room,

It made so little noise of’t.

(III.ii.251–8)

Bosola asks ‘What thing is in this outward form of man / To be

belov’d?’ (II.i.45–6), to which the implicit answer is that any cause for

such love can therefore only lie in internal qualities. Most impor-

tantly, Bosola shares with Antonio a decided interest in the interior

make-up of the Duchess’ two brothers. Antonio is the first to

pronounce on the subject. Delio wishes particularly to be informed of

the internal qualities of the Cardinal.

Delio. Now, sir, your promise: what’s that cardinal?

I mean his temper? they say he’s a brave fellow,

Will play his five thousand crowns at tennis, dance,

Court ladies, and one that hath fought single combats.

Ant. Some such flashes superficially hang on him, for form; but

observe his inward character: – he is a melancholy churchman; the

spring in his face is nothing but the engendering of toads

(I.i.152–9)
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Delio is careful to qualify his initial query ‘what’s that cardinal?’ with

‘I mean his temper’, specifically asserting his belief in the possibility of

a lack of congruity between inside and outside, and Antonio replies

that this is indeed so, both in the Cardinal’s case and in that of his

brother, Ferdinand, since ‘What appears in him mirth, is merely

outside’ (I.i.170), whereupon Delio offers another striking image of

what lies beneath surfaces:

Then the law to him

Is like a foul black cobweb to a spider –

He makes it his dwelling, and a prison

To entangle those shall feed him.

(I.i.177–80)

Later, Bosola too discusses what lurks behind the façades of the

Cardinal and his brother:

I have known many travel far for it, and yet return as arrant knaves

as they went forth, because they carried themselves always along

with them; – Are you gone? Some fellows, they say, are possessed

with the devil, but this great fellow were able to possess the great-

est devil, and make him worse.

(I.i.42–7)

Bosola’s language of interiority, though, has the ultimate effect of

leaving Ferdinand’s own interior oddly opaque; what we hear is not of

how any devil is inside him, but how he is inside a devil. Bosola’s

further elaboration of the Aragonian brothers’ character equally fails

to illuminate what in fact lies within:

He, and his brother, are like plum-trees, that grow crooked over

standing pools; they are rich, and o’erladen with fruit, but none but

crows, pies, and caterpillars feed on them

(I.i.49–52)

We see them only from outside; we can only guess at what is emblema-

tised by that crooked growth.

It is in fact richly appropriate that Bosola should fail to convey any

real sense of the Aragonian brethren’s interiority, for just as he

neglects his own inner self and conscience (which is perhaps what
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disables him in the attempted observation of theirs), so the two broth-

ers themselves do not believe that they have any inner self, and

cultivate that which they think also lacks it.13 Ferdinand exclaims,

Damn her! that body of hers,

While that my blood ran pure in’t, was more worth

Than that which thou wouldst comfort, call’d a soul

(IV.i.121–3)

Earlier, he has told his sister,

For they whose faces do belie their hearts

Are witches, ere they arrive at twenty years –

Ay: and give the devil suck.

Duch. This is terrible good counsel:–

Ferd. Hypocrisy is woven of a fine small thread,

Subtler than Vulcan’s engine: yet, believ’t,

Your darkest actions – nay, your privat’st thoughts –

Will come to light.

(I.i.309–16)

Ferdinand fiercely resents any idea that the face might not faithfully

mirror the heart, but is sure that such a state of affairs could never

continue: things cannot be kept hidden. Ferdinand’s belief that all

interiors can be made transparent is also illustrated in his injunction

to Bosola that ‘I give you that / To live i’ th’ court, here; and observe

the duchess’ (I.i.251–2) because ‘this will gain / Access to private lodg-

ings’ (I.i.280–1).

The Cardinal, by contrast, does believe that some secrets can be kept,

telling his brother ‘Be sure you entertain that Bosola / For your intelli-

gence: I would not be seen in’t’ (I.i.224–5). The Cardinal is also able to

parrot the language of interiority, as Julia reveals when she reminds

him that 

You told me of a piteous wound i’ th’ heart,

And a sick liver, when you woo’d me first,

And spake like one in physic.

(II.iv.37–9)

But the Cardinal too believes, like Ferdinand, that he can penetrate the

secrets of hearts, and women’s hearts in particular. He tells Julia, ‘You
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fear / My constancy, because you have approv’d / Those giddy and

wild turnings in yourself’ (II.iv.10–12). The Cardinal also believes that

his own interior qualities can be effectively rendered exterior: ‘There is

a kind of pity in mine eye, / I’ll give it to my handkercher’ (II.v.27–8).

As the play progresses, however, it is interiority which returns to

haunt both the Aragonian brethren as much as it does Bosola.

Ferdinand finds his rage turned strangely inwards when he tells the

Cardinal, ‘I could kill her now, / In you, or in myself’ (II.v.63–4), and

his hell is notably characterised in terms of enclosure when he rants,

I would have their bodies

Burnt in a coal-pit, with the ventage stopp’d.

That their curs’d smoke might not ascend to heaven:

Or dip the sheets they lie in, in pitch or sulphur,

Wrap them in’t, and then light them like a match;

Or else to boil their bastard to a cullis,

And give’t his lecherous father, to renew

The sin of his back.

(II.v.66–73)

Onto images of the enclosed pit crowd those of a Thyestean banquet,

with the parent monstrously reincorporating the child into the bodily

interior from which the infant once originated. Ferdinand continues

to think in terms of immuring and imprisoning his sister and her

husband:

And for thee, vile woman,

If thou do wish thy lecher may grow old

In thy embracements, I would have thee build

Such a room for him as our anchorites

To holier use inhabit: let not the sun

Shine on him, till he’s dead; let dogs and monkeys

Only converse with him, and such dumb things

To whom nature denies use to sound his name;

Do not keep a parquito, lest she learn it.

If thou do love him, cut out thine own tongue

Lest it bewray him.

(III.ii.99–109)

Ferdinand not only wishes to condemn Antonio to the inside of a

hellish prison, he believes that the Duchess could not sufficiently
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control her own internally held knowledge to prevent herself giving

an external signal of it. (Notably, the interior offered by Ferdinand is

the only one which the Duchess ever resists, protesting ‘Why should

only I / . . . Be cas’d up, like a holy relic?’ [III.ii.137–9]). 

What Ferdinand actually finds, however, is not only that the

horror cannot be thus rendered external and distinct from him, but

also that it has taken possession of his own inside, of the interior-

ity which his resolute denial of conscience has led him not even to

know that he possessed. Robert Rentoul Reed argues that ‘[t]he study

of Ferdinand appears to be inconsistent primarily because there is no

obvious external cause for his obstinate determination that his

widowed sister, the duchess, shall never marry again’,14 but it is

surely the main point that the cause lies not in any exterior source,

but inside Ferdinand himself. Earlier, the Duchess has warned him,

‘You violate a sacrament o’ th’ church / Shall make you howl in hell

for ’t’ (IV.i.39–40), and howl he does indeed, in the private hell of

his own interiority:

In those that are possess’d with’t there o’erflows

Such melancholy humour, they imagine

Themselves to be transformed into wolves,

Steal forth to churchyards in the dead of night,

And dig dead bodies up: as two nights since

One met the duke, ’bout midnight in a lane

Behind Saint Mark’s church, with the leg of a man

Upon his shoulder; and he howl’d fearfully;

Said he was a wolf, only the difference

Was, a wolf’s skin was hairy on the outside,

His on the inside; bade them take their swords,

Rip up his flesh, and try

(V.ii.8–19)

Hairy on the inside, Ferdinand pays the price for having ignored his

conscience, and for never having thought in terms of the spiritual

values expressed by Bosola when he urges his employer to ‘Send her a

penitential garment to put on / Next to her delicate skin’ (IV.i.119–20),

which is remembered and inverted here just as the Duchess’s prophecy

about howling is.15 And the Cardinal, who has equally neglected his

interior, is horrified, in a gloriously pre-Gothic moment of reflective

dualism, to find himself staring into it:
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I am puzzled in a question about hell:

He says, in hell there’s one material fire,

And yet it shall not burn all men alike.

Lay him by:–how tedious is a guilty conscience!

When I look into the fish-ponds, in my garden,

Methinks I see a thing, arm’d with a rake

That seems to strike at me

(V.v.1–7)

The Cardinal may wish that he could ‘Be laid by, and never thought of’

(V.v.90), but the balance of the play’s evidence does seem to suggest

that there actually is an afterlife, because however much the Duchess

may lament that the stars do not seem to hear her curses, we are perhaps

invited to believe that she has successfully penetrated to the ultimate

interior, heaven. When she stirs from her apparent death, she says

‘Antonio!’, to which Bosola replies, ‘Yes, madam, he is living’

(IV.ii.350). The ‘yes’ seems almost to imply that Bosola is answering a

question, and if so, the question apparently concerns Antonio. One

possible reading of this might perhaps be that the Duchess has discov-

ered that Antonio’s spirit is not waiting for her beyond the grave, and

has come back to enquire about it.16 Perhaps, then, there is an afterlife,

as is indeed further suggested by the apparent survival of the Duchess’

voice and personality in Act V, and if so, neither the Cardinal nor

Ferdinand can be expected to prosper in it. Both men have paid the

price for ignoring the simple truth eventually learned and expressed by

Bosola, that ‘I would not change my peace of conscience / For all the

wealth of Europe’ (IV.ii.350–1), because, as he tells the Duchess:

Didst thou ever see a lark in a cage? such is the soul in the body:

this world is like her little turf of grass, and the heaven o’er our

heads, like her looking-glass, only gives us a miserable knowledge of

the small compass of our prison.

(IV.iii.128–33)

Bosola by the end has indeed finally plucked out the heart of both

brothers, and can at last describe them: ‘You have a pair of hearts are

hollow graves, / Rotten, and rotting others’ (IV.ii.319–20). He himself

renounces exterior shows altogether – ‘off my painted honour’

(IV.ii.36) – just as the Duchess has earlier told him that it is futile to

‘wrap thy poison’d pills / In gold and sugar’ (IV.i.19–20) because, in

the end, it is only the insides that matter.
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If this is so, it may, perhaps, help to explain a mystery about the play

which has often puzzled scholars. The fact that the play is named after

the Duchess leaves us in no doubt that she is its central focus, and yet,

violating the norm for a tragic protagonist, she dies in the fourth act.

Webster, a painstaking dramatist who is always careful to display his

learning and his familiarity with classical culture, must surely have

been well aware of the magnitude of his departure from tradition here.

The fact that the entire last act unfolds without her has been seen as

effectively relegating the Duchess to the status of lesser player, an inci-

dental hero rather than someone whose consciousness, as with

Hamlet, is the centre and fundamental condition of the drama which

bears her name. And yet of course the Duchess’s consciousness does

not disappear from the play; it merely ceases to possess any form of

external wrapping. Her much-fetishised and objectified body may

have gone, but her voice and thoughts have not. Throughout the play,

men – even Antonio – have sought to classify, describe, box and pene-

trate her; but she has already hinted at the potential for a radical

divorce between external body and internal mind when she tellingly

reminds Antonio that she is not ‘the figure cut in alabaster / Kneels at

my husband’s tomb’ (I.i.454–5), any more than the wax figures repre-

sent the true being of Antonio and her children or than the bodies of

Sophonisba or of the Lady of The  Lady’s  Tragedy represent the full

truths of their being. When the Duchess kneels down to enter the

small, enclosed space which she imagines heaven as being, she escapes

for ever from the world of exteriors; and the fact that she dies in Act

IV rather than Act V thus serves not to marginalise her, but to confirm

her status as encapsulation of the ethos of interiority which the play

has so energetically propounded. Like Middleton, Webster has centred

his tragedy round a mysterious core of nature and instinct emblema-

tised as a woman’s womb, but for Webster that space is not a threat,

but the only hope for humanity. 

The anatomy of love: ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore

The womb also proves crucial in ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore. Throughout his

work John Ford shows a pronounced interest in concepts and struc-

tures of interiority. The Lover’s Melancholy, which may perhaps have

been Ford’s earliest independently written play and was certainly the

first to be published, in 1629, centres on the attempts of a variety of

those at court, including a doctor, to probe the innermost feelings

of their prince, Palador. The  Broken  Heart and Love’s  Sacrifice, both
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published in the same year as ’Tis Pity  She’s a Whore, both focus on

emotions which, for a variety of reasons, cannot find open expression

in the society of the plays, and although the medical is not neglected,

with the breaking of Calantha’s heart in particular described in

notably physicalised terms, the perspective is predominantly psycho-

logical, with the emphasis being above all on the relationship between

feeling and speech. In Perkin Warbeck, published the following year,

the stress is again on the disjunction between public and private and

the primacy of affection, and in Ford’s two final plays, The  Fancies

Chaste and Noble and The Lady’s Trial, both tragicomedies, the probing

of silence and repression has become so much intensified that we have

a highly perverse dramaturgy where the most sensitive and interesting

characters are those who have the least to say – an apotheosis of inte-

riority but also one which is inherently unstageable. 

’Tis Pity She’s a Whore retains the medicalised perspective on human

nature found in Middleton and explored in Ford’s own The  Lover’s

Melancholy, but by making its doctor Richardetto a self-confessed fake,

the play develops the scepticism of The Duchess of Malfi into a fully-

blown interrogation into the power and origins of claims to knowledge

about humanity, with a false doctor and a nervous priest jostling for

epistemological authority with a sceptic, Giovanni, a believer,

Annabella, and two self-styled experienced observers of people, Putana

and Vasques. The whole drama is played out on a human battlefield

where we are continually reminded that the common currency of

descriptors of the body, words like ‘heart’ and ‘blood’, have also a

variety of other meanings and resonances, spiritual, affective, and

metaphorical, whose connotations may well be the more pertinent

and the more urgent,17 but we are also constantly reminded of the

difficulties attendant on knowing whether this is so or not. 

Ever since Brian Morris remarked in his introduction to the New

Mermaids edition of ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore that ‘the word “blood” . . .

occurs more than thirty times in the course of the play’,18 critical

attention has been paid to Ford’s complex uses of the term.19 In terms

of sheer frequency, however, there is another word which figures far

more prominently than ‘blood’ in the play, yet which has received

much less sustained examination, and that is the verb ‘know’ and its

related forms.20 ‘Know’ itself occurs 76 times, ‘knowledge’ three,

‘know ’t’ six, ‘known’ four, ‘knows’ three, ‘knew’ five and ‘know’st’

four, giving a total of 101 instances. Such frequency of use should

certainly alert us to the fact that knowledge, and indeed epistemology

itself, as well as their literal and metaphorical corollaries blindness and
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ignorance, form an important part of the play’s thematic structure.

Moreover, ‘knowing’ words are, as one might expect, not distributed

uniformly through the text; they cluster around particular issues, and,

very strikingly, demarcate the speech- and thought-patterns of partic-

ular characters, most especially Vasques and the Friar. To use John S.

Wilks’s term for Doctor  Faustus and The  Atheist’s  Tragedy, plays with

which ’Tis  Pity shares interests in incest and in atheism, this is ‘a

tragedy of knowledge’,21 whose incestuous love-story proves a site for

the exploration of some of the key discourses of Renaissance knowl-

edges and their demarcations and is, most importantly for my

purposes, centrally concerned not only with knowledge about gender

but also with the gendering of ways of knowing. As Bruce Boehrer

argues, ‘Ford drew the intellectual conflict of ’Tis Pity from the very

issues that were beginning to distinguish modern European society

from its medieval origins’,22 and he dramatised it in ways which

tapped into the most urgent of contemporary issues of consciousness

and epistemology.

One repeated feature of Ford’s use of ‘knowing’ words is, as so often

in Renaissance drama, a sustained pun on the idea of ‘carnal knowl-

edge’. ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore very obviously derives much of its source

material from a reworking of Romeo and Juliet,23 but there is a striking

difference in the presentation of the two main characters and those

who surround them: instead of a nurse, a figure who serves overtly to

link Juliet with the childhood comforts she leaves behind during the

course of her story, Annabella is attended by a ‘tut’ress’. The female

servant whose role is explicitly referred to as an educational one is a

rare phenomenon in Renaissance drama, and serves further to under-

line the idea of the importance and imparting of knowledge.

Ironically, however, this particular ‘tut’ress’, the ominously named

Putana (meaning ‘whore’), proves disconcertingly like Juliet’s nurse in

her farmyard morality. What she teaches Annabella is nothing more

than a radically debased view of human sexuality, and it implicitly

serves as a shocking indictment of the ideas which we must assume to

have informed Florio’s choice of her as a guardian for his daughter (in

marked contrast to the extensive education at Bologna that has been

provided for Giovanni), since Florio’s assumption seems to have been

that all women need to know is sex and that women even of the

Renaissance need know no more than the members of the generation

which preceded them. Putana’s eventual punishment for her mislead-

ing of her charge is a fitting one: like Oedipus and like Gloucester, she

pays the price for her sexual sin by forfeiting her eyes. ‘Knowing’ what
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one should not and being ignorant of what one should know are

rewarded by a blindness which, in Putana’s case, proves to be a literal,

not a redemptive one – no ‘cloud of unknowing’ but a state of terrify-

ing vulnerability and disempowerment in which she can be led

unresisting to her death.

The specifically sexual nature of Putana’s knowledge is amply illus-

trated. In her summing up of Annabella’s suitors, she describes Soranzo

as ‘liberal, that I know; loving, that you know’ (I.ii.91–2), which

directly links knowledge both with felt experience and, explicitly, with

love. Moreover, unlike Juliet’s nurse, Putana is never said to have had a

husband and child of her own, yet she can demand indignantly of

Giovanni, ‘How do I know’t? Am I at these years ignorant what the

meanings of qualms and water-pangs be?’ (III.iii.10–11).24 And she is

finally indicted by her own half-boast to Vasques, ‘I know a little,

Vasques’ (IV.iii.195), in a context charged with knowing sexuality not

only by the explicit fact that it is the father of Annabella’s child who is

under discussion but by the possibility of an all/awl pun in Vasques’

expression of his wish that Annabella would reveal its paternity: ‘Well, I

could wish she would in plain terms tell all’ (IV.iii.188–9). 

Other characters also make the link between loving and knowing.

Giovanni does so repeatedly. Of his eight uses of ‘know’, one of

‘knew’, four of ‘know’t’ and two of ‘know’st’ (giving an overall total of

fifteen), several hover around the love/knowledge pun. ‘’Tis not, I

know, / My lust, but ’tis my fate that leads me on’, he says at I.ii.153–4.

The statement is in various ways a highly dubious one. Giovanni is

always anxious to allocate responsibility for his own actions to fate;

here his rationale seems especially suspect, since our awareness of the

habitual secondary meaning of the word ‘know’ serves merely to rein-

force the suggestion of lust. Later, when Annabella, showing him the

jewel given her by Donado and playfully terming its donor ‘a lusty

youth’ (II.vi.127), asks him if he is jealous, he replies:

That you shall know anon, at better leisure.

Welcome, sweet night! The evening crowns the day.

(II.vi.131–2)

The evening crowns the day, presumably, because it brings with it the

promise of sexual activity, which is what will make the night sweet;

what Annabella will know, then, is carnal knowledge.

The same idea recurs when Giovanni is reproaching her for her

altered attitude in V.v:
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What, changed so soon? Hath your new sprightly lord

Found out a trick in night-games more than we 

Could know in our simplicity?

(V.v.1–3)

It even colours his passionate defence of their actions:

If ever after-times should hear

Of our fast-knit affections, though perhaps

The laws of conscience and of civil use

May justly blame us, yet when they but know

Our loves, that love will wipe away that rigour

Which would in other incests be abhorred.

(V.v.68–73)

But others can of course precisely not ‘know’ the love of Giovanni and

Annabella in the sense in which Giovanni customarily employs the

word; such knowledge can only be directly experiential, not vicarious.

The terms on which Giovanni has previously predicated the acquisi-

tion of knowledge must make it for ever incommunicable.

A literal inability to communicate marks Giovanni’s penultimate use

of the word ‘know’:

Yes, father; and that times to come may know

How as my fate I honoured my revenge,

List, father, to your ears I will yield up

How much I have deserved to be your son.

(V.vi.36–9)

What does this mean? The abstract nouns ‘fate’ and ‘revenge’ serve, as

so often in Ford,25 to dissipate the sense of direct and unambiguous

meaning, nor is the tone clear: what effect does Giovanni intend to

produce upon his father by apparently explaining his horrific actions

in terms of ‘how much I have deserved to be your son’? It is at least

arguable that Giovanni is in fact mad here – functioning under the

clearly mistaken belief that it is possible to identify a person by their

heart, and using words and phrases in a similarly idiosyncratic and

ideolectal manner.26 His final use of the word ‘know’ certainly reveals

an odd kind of logic:
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For nine months’ space in secret I enjoyed

Sweet Annabella’s sheets; nine months I lived

A happy monarch of her heart and her.

Soranzo, thou know’st this; thy paler cheek

Bears the confounding print of thy disgrace,

For her too fruitful womb too soon bewrayed

The happy passage of our stol’n delights,

And made her mother to a child unborn.

(V.vi.44–51)

Soranzo’s knowledge here is, once again, envisaged by Giovanni as

having an essentially physical basis. Manifesting itself in the bodily

sign of the pale cheek, what Soranzo ‘knows’ seems to be profoundly

connected with what is ‘bewrayed’ by Annabella’s womb, which

Giovanni has himself so recently ‘ploughed up’ (V.vi.32). 

Giovanni’s own need to uncover the secrets of Annabella’s womb by

direct contact with it raises the whole issue of what Luke Wilson has

called ‘the problem of knowledge about the inside of the body’,27 and

a more rarely dissected female body at that. This may well be seen as

lending a similarly experiential colouring to Giovanni’s use of ‘know’

here, as it perhaps did to his earlier demand to Putana, ‘With child?

How dost thou know’t?’ (III.iii.9); Giovanni in his quest for knowledge

will violate not only the traditionally female, private space of the birth

chamber,28 but the secrets of the womb itself, making of himself ‘a

tragicall midwife’.29 His act echoes and ironically inverts our first

glimpse of Hippolita, who enters, as Nathaniel Strout points out,

‘having forced her way into her lover Soranzo’s private room’;30 both

stand as desperate attempts to find out what is hidden inside, and

indeed William Dyer refers to Giovanni’s treatment of his sister as ‘his

nine-month pursuit of interiority’.31 Both violations of space may,

moreover, remind us that Ford had both family and literary links to

the history of St Carlo Borromeo,32 whose invention of the confession

box, apparently intended originally only for women, can be argued to

have performed an analogous function of serving to demarcate sexual

knowledge as an area of investigation.33

The question of knowledge of God does indeed bulk almost as large

in the play as knowledge of love. Giovanni presents himself as

absolutely confident of his own knowledge, rooted as it is in his phys-

ical experiences. An impression of far less certainty is conveyed by the

Friar’s very different pattern of usage of words denoting knowledge,

which indeed brings him very much into line with what John Wilks
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has called the ‘epistemological uncertainty’ of Ford’s own non-

dramatic writing.34 The Friar is responsible for two of the three uses of

the word ‘knowledge’ in the play (and also, at I.i.75, for an occurrence

of its near-homonym ‘acknowledge’). To the Friar – appropriately

given his recent position at Bologna – knowledge appears to be an

absolute, unquestionable good; and yet his actual use of the words

‘know’ and ‘knowledge’ often works to undercut the very certainties

he apparently articulates. His first use of ‘knowledge’ has him crying:

O Giovanni, hast thou left the schools

Of knowledge to converse with lust and death?

(I.i.57–8)

Here the proximity of ‘knowledge’ to ‘lust’ threatens to pull the word

in precisely the direction so markedly favoured by Giovanni, tending

to merge the two rather than sustaining the opposition ostensibly

created between them. The Friar’s second use of the word destabilises

it even further, as he stigmatises Giovanni’s reasoning as ‘O ignorance

in knowledge’ (II.v.27). Here knowledge is not an absolute at all, but

something that can, with alarming rapidity, be seen to contain its own

opposite.35

Even more striking is the fact that during the entire scene in which

the Friar convinces Annabella to marry Soranzo he uses the word

‘know’ only once, and then not in connection with the heavenly

things of which he is presumed to have special knowledge, but, with

apparent perversity, in relation to the secular:

Sigh not; I know the baits of sin

Are hard to leave. O, ’tis a death to do’t.

(III.vi.39–40)

When it comes to hell and heaven, the Friar claims no knowledge;

when it comes to ‘the baits of sin’ from which he seeks to dissuade

Annabella, he does. The Friar is in fact remarkably reluctant to claim

knowledge in his own sphere, and Ford, whatever the precise nature of

his involvement with the law may have been,36 will certainly have

been well aware of the important legal distinction between what is

within one’s own personal knowledge and what is merely hearsay,37

and thus of the fact that when the Friar does in fact claim knowledge

he is actually merely relying on hearsay. The Friar uses ‘know’ only

three times in the play, ‘knowledge’ twice, and ‘known’ once.
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Moreover, two of these uses are actually within the specific context of

denying or refusing knowledge:

I must not stay

To know thy fall; back to Bononia I

With speed will haste, and shun this coming blow.

Parma, farewell; would I had never known thee,

Or aught of thine.

(V.iii.65–9)

This reluctance to know is prefigured in his opening speech:

Dispute no more in this, for know, young man,

These are no school-points; nice philosophy

May tolerate unlikely arguments,

But Heaven admits no jest: wits that presumed

On wit too much, by striving how to prove

There was no God, with foolish grounds of art,

Discovered first the nearest way to hell,

And filled the world with devilish atheism.

Such questions, youth, are fond; for better ’tis

To bless the sun than reason why it shines;

Yet He thou talk’st of is above the sun.

No more; I may not hear it.

(I.i.1–12)

For all the Friar’s official status as educator, this entire speech is

imbued with an aesthetic and indeed an ethic of ignorance; all that

can be known is that it is better not to know, and beyond this it is

better not to hear. The whole effect is reinforced by the condescen-

sion of the ‘young man’ which disables Giovanni’s entire perspective

by suggesting accumulated (although presumably strictly circum-

scribed) experience rather than ratiocination as the appropriate basis

for knowledge. It is of course ironic that the speech’s obvious allu-

sion to Marlowe, most famous of the ‘wits who presumed’,38 issues

the audience with an appeal to their own knowledge, to be used in

spotting and applying the reference. To have the Friar by definition

deaf to this metatheatrical level on which his words operate under-

lines his willed blindness; at the same time, however, the choice of

the verb ‘discovered’, with its suggestion of inappropriate revelation,

may prompt us towards an application of the Marlowe story which
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would at least in part endorse the Friar’s perspective on it.

A similar desire not to know powers the Friar’s admonition to

Giovanni in II.v:

Peace. Thou hast told a tale, whose every word

Threatens eternal slaughter to the soul.

I’m sorry I have heard it; would mine ears

Had been one minute deaf, before the hour

That thou cam’st to me.

(II.v.1–5)

Here it is not only Giovanni’s actual deeds but his very words which

are seen as having the power to defile, and the Friar ends his gesture of

recoil by a wish for deafness which provides a clear counterpart to the

literal blindness eventually inflicted on his educative counterpart,

Putana. It is gloriously ironic that one of the very few occasions on

which the Friar does assume knowledge and pronounce with certainty

should be such a ludicrous one: he pontificates that ‘that marriage

seldom’s good, / Where the bride-banquet so begins in blood’

(IV.i.109–10), asserting a wide experience of bloody bride-banquets

which neither he nor very many other people can seriously be

expected to possess.

Ironically, Friar Bonaventura’s name echoes that of the famous

Franciscan author of the Lignum Vitae, and thus works to associate him

with the pronounced Franciscan interest in epistemology: as Charles

Harrison observes, ‘at its origins, the Franciscan movement had what

we might now consider a revolutionary character, and revolutions

produce changes in knowledge and in thought, notably about the

nature of human relations and about the determining conditions of

human life’.39 The possibility of a deliberate allusion to St

Bonaventure here is enhanced by the fact that in Whetstone’s An

Heptameron  of  Civill  Discourses a Monsieur Bergetto, who bears the

same name as the foolish ward of Ford’s play, reports a tale set ‘[i]n a

little village among the Apennine mountaines, not far from the place

where S. Fraunces lieth intombed’. (Whetstone also features a charac-

ter called Soranso, the name of Annabella’s husband.)40 Faustus,

transgressing in ways notably similar to the modes of Giovanni’s rebel-

lion, had specifically requested that Mephostophilis should appear in

the robes of a Franciscan friar; perhaps, if the stage image of Giovanni

with Friar Bonaventura may recall that of Faustus and Mephostophilis,

the cagey nature of Friar Bonaventura’s proselytising may similarly
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echo Mephostophilis’s question-begging, niggardly imparting of infor-

mation on things celestial. Both Friar Bonaventura and Mephostophilis,

however, stand in sharp contrast to the questioning spirit of

Franciscan thought, and both, too, insert into their respective plays a

reminder of the anti-materialist commitment of the Franciscans which

sharply critiques the worldly values which so many of the characters

espouse. Moreover, an allusion to St Bonaventure becomes a particu-

larly pointed one in a play about incest, since his model of a

harmonious relationship between God and the soul was one which a

recent critic has termed ‘spritually incestuous’.41

There is also a striking contrast between the Friar’s own reticence

about his authority and the evidence for popular Christian beliefs and

practices which we see in the play, and to which the Franciscans as an

order were traditionally sympathetic. When the Friar expounds his

vision of hell to Annabella, he prefaces it with the injunction, ‘weep

faster yet, / Whiles I do read a lecture’ (III.vi.5–6). To call it a ‘lecture’,

and to stress its status as something which he reads, deliberately situ-

ates it within the realm of human, book-based knowledge rather than

of divine wisdom, something which is underlined by the existence of

copious literary antecedents for the picture he paints. Giovanni adopts

exactly the same position when he speculates on the after-life: ‘The

schoolmen teach that all this globe of earth / Shall be consumed to

ashes in a minute’ (V.v.30–1). Annabella, however, has no such

qualms about authority: she replies to her brother’s questions with

‘That’s most certain’ (V.v.35), and ‘For certain’ (V.v.38). The lack of

experiential basis for her claim to knowledge seems sharply underlined

when she eventually acknowledges that she has reached its limits:42

Giovanni. But d’ee think

That I shall see you there? – You look on me?

May we kiss one another, prate or laugh,

Or do as we do here?

Annabella. I know not that.

(V.v.38–41)

Here ‘know’ seems once again to flirt with its habitual sexual meaning;

Annabella disclaims knowledge of kissing or laughing not only in the

abstract but, presumably, in the present, because the entire scene seems

to be unfolding in the aftermath of her implied refusal to resume sexual

relations with her brother. For all that Annabella and Giovanni enter

‘lying on a bed’ (V.v.s.d.), Giovanni’s opening accusation ‘What,
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changed so soon?’ (V.v.1) appears to leave little doubt that relations

between them have dramatically altered. The resulting emotional

dynamic charges the whole scene with a particularly forceful sense of

the connections between ‘knowing’ and carnally knowing. 

As in this scene, Annabella, unlike the Friar, is generally charac-

terised by a remarkable confidence in her own knowledge, and her

uses of the word knowledge and its cognates tend to be tellingly

nuanced by ideas of faith and belief. There is a suggestive exchange

with Soranzo which plays with precisely such ideas:

Soranzo. Do you not know

What I should tell you?

Annabella. Yes, you’ll say you love me.

Soranzo. And I’ll swear it, too; will you believe it?

Annabella. ’Tis no point of faith.

(III.ii.15–18)

When Giovanni, about to broach his passion to her, says ‘I think you

love me, sister’ (I.ii.182), she replies unhesitatingly, ‘Yes, you know I

do’ (I.ii.183), and Giovanni concedes ‘I know’t indeed’ (I.ii.184).

Annabella can feel sure even of what other people know; she disables

Giovanni’s claim to ‘thought’ by the counter-assertion that the idea of

her love is not a product of his own ratiocination but a pre-existing

absolute to which he merely has access. A similar distinction under-

lines her notable defiance of Soranzo, which tellingly reprises and

inverts their earlier exchange:

Annabella. Alas, alas, there’s all.

Will you believe?

Soranzo. What?

Annabella. You shall never know.

(IV.iii.50–1)

Immediately before this Annabella has announced to her husband that

‘This noble creature was in every part / So angel-like, so glorious’

(IV.iii.36–7), and taunted him:

Let it suffice that you shall have the glory

To father what so brave a father got.

(IV.iii.44–5)
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The idea of ‘glory’, the suggestion that there is merit attached merely

to being perceived as the father of this mysteriously begotten infant,

and above all the resonant appellation of ‘angel’ all serve to invest the

scene with parodic echoes of the traditional Mystery Play revelation of

the divine responsibility for the pre-marital pregnancy of Mary and the

unworthy nature of Joseph’s suspicions;43 and the idea is reinforced

when Annabella sings ‘Morendo  in  gratia  Dei,  morirei  senza  dolore’

(IV.iii.63) (‘Dying in the grace of God, I shall die without pain’).

In such a context Annabella’s juggling of the twin poles of knowl-

edge and belief becomes doubly charged. What she actually says is

ambivalent in its meaning. Soranzo’s ‘What?’ interrupts the syntax of

her sentence and makes it ultimately unclear whether the verb

‘believe’ is to be taken as transitive or intransitive. Soranzo’s question-

ing ‘What?’ could be meant completely literally, as requesting

clarification of the object of ‘believe’, and this could be precisely what

he is offered in the second half of the sentence: Annabella wants him

to believe that he will never know, that is, to accept that his hounding

of her is futile since she will never tell him the name of her child’s

father. Equally, though, the sentence seems to set up a powerful oppo-

sition between knowing and believing which makes one more than

merely the object of the other, and this takes on a particular force if it

is read within the template of Annabella as an analogue of Mary,

possessed of special, divinely imparted knowledge, and Soranzo as the

ignorant Joseph from whom an act of faith is required. With her

customary certainty, Annabella denies absolutely the possibility of

Soranzo ever possessing her own knowledge, but she does offer him

the alternative position of belief – the same sort of belief that will later

characterise her own attitude in her exchange with Giovanni about

the afterlife. What would remain unclear in this second reading is what

Soranzo is invited to believe, unless he is being recommended to the

blindest of faiths. Earlier, Annabella has told him, with a strange

mixture of insult and seeming ingenuousness, ‘Would you be patient

yet, and hide your shame, / I’d see whether I could love you’

(IV.iii.24–5); she could be seen as extending a similar sort of invitation

here, offering fidelity in exchange for faith. Alternatively, the religious

connotations of the preceding section of the dialogue might spill over

to invite a Christian approach of forgiveness from Soranzo, though

either of these interpretations might well seem subject to the charge of

strain. Ultimately, the only person who can ever be fully confident of

Annabella’s meaning is herself, since she seems to be guided through-

out by an absolute confidence in her own ability to control the
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hermeneutics of her pregnancy.44 To this extent, at least, the Friar’s

distrust of knowledge seems justified, since Annabella, who has had so

much less formal education than her brother, has so markedly greater

a spiritual certainty than he.

The other character in the play who displays a notably high level of

confidence in his own knowledge is Vasques. Indeed, in terms of the

depiction of knowledge and igorance, Vasques and the Friar emerge as

the structural poles of the play, situated at precisely opposite extremes.

Whereas the Friar, an ostensible authority-figure, utters only six of the

play’s 101 uses of ‘know’ and its derivatives, Vasques is responsible for

23. Admittedly, he has a larger part: of the play’s total of 2,281 lines,

Vasques speaks 296 and the Friar 181 (figures which are complicated

by the fact that all Vasques’ lines are in prose, and may therefore be

either significantly longer or significantly shorter than an iambic

pentameter, and all the Friar’s are in verse). Nevertheless, the discrep-

ancy seems to me striking, and it may well be taken as telling that the

society of Parma is one in which a servant – albeit a Spanish one, and

thus a member of the group which was, at the time when Ford wrote,

effectively colonising much of Italy – feels more epistemologically

secure than an honoured representative of the state-sponsored reli-

gious system.

Unburdened by worries about the status of knowledge, Vasques is far

more concerned with its functions. When he is speaking to Putana, he

represents knowledge not as an absolute, but as a transitory object of

gratification, at least for Soranzo:

I durst be sworn, all his madness is for that she will not confess

whose ’tis, which he will know, and when he doth know it, I am so

well acquainted with his humour, that he will forget all straight.

Well, I could wish she would in plain terms tell all, for that’s the

way indeed.

(IV.iii.185–9)

For the Friar, to know is to be irrevocably tainted; for Vasques, though,

knowledge is not a permanent enlightenment but a temporary acqui-

sition, a process that is valued for its own sake rather than for what it

represents. It is interesting to plot Vasques’ trajectory through the play

in these terms. Seeing through Hippolyta, suspecting Annabella, antic-

ipating Giovanni, Vasques is ‘knowing’ indeed, and his confidence in

his own knowledge may well seem justified when he departs the play

alive, unpunished, and with an exit line which expresses nothing but
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self-satisfaction: ‘’Tis well; this conquest is mine, and I rejoice that a

Spaniard outwent an Italian in revenge’ (V.vi.146–7). The Friar leaves

in order that he may not know; Vasques stays until he is in full posses-

sion of all the facts so that he shares with the audience the possession

of narrative satisfaction at least, even if events have not unfolded

entirely in accordance with his wishes.

A similarly functional attitude to knowledge is shared with Vasques

by the man who pardons him, the Cardinal. Unlike the Friar, the

Cardinal is not at all hesitant to lay claim to authority on the basis of

knowledge, though like the Friar, he ironically does so largely in

secular matters. When Grimaldi is pursued to his door, there is an

enactment of the pursuit of knowledge, too, to its borders. Ignorance

of a variety of things is the keystone of the Cardinal’s counter-charges

against Grimaldi’s accusers:

Why, how now, friends! What saucy mates are you

That know nor duty nor civility?

Are we a person fit to be your host,

Or is our house become your common inn,

To beat our doors at pleasure? What such haste

Is yours as that it cannot wait fit times?

Are you the masters of this commonwealth,

And know no more discretion?

(III.ix.28–35)

Passing on after this disabling preamble to the substance of their

complaint, he is able to dismiss it slickly on the grounds of his own

superior knowledge:

you have lost a nephew,

Donado, last night by Grimaldi slain:

Is that your business? Well, sir, we have knowledge on’t.

Let that suffice.

(III.ix.36–9)

And he continues to harp on the theme when he warns them:

know, as nuncio from the Pope,

For this offence I here receive Grimaldi

Into his holiness’ protection.

(III.ix.52–4)
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The ambiguity of the syntax here serves only too clearly to point up

that it is the sub-text rather than the text which is important: the

abrupt imperative ‘know’ is empowered by its immediate proximity to

the declaration of the Cardinal’s status as ‘nuncio from the Pope’,

while the initial placing of ‘For this offence’ provocatively invites a

reading in which Grimaldi is afforded protection because he has

committed the offence, with the murder acting as positive stimulus for

papal interest rather than merely rendering it necessary. It is hardly

surprising that the Cardinal should conclude his dismissal with the

injunction ‘learn more wit, for shame’ (III.ix.59): when ‘wit’ – a part of

the process of cognition itself – is seen as the object of ‘learning’,

rather than any specific piece of information, it becomes quite clear

that, as in Vasques’ epistemological model, what is important is not

the subject of knowledge but the politics of its processes.

A similar awareness imbues the comical exchange between Donado,

Bergetto and Florio:

Florio. Sure ’twas the doctor’s niece, that was last day with us here.

Bergetto. ’Twas she, ’twas she. 

Donado. How do you know that, simplicity?

Bergetto. Why, does not he say so? If I

should have said no, I should have given him the lie, uncle, and so

have deserved a dry beating again; I’ll none of that.

(II.vi.96–101)

Bergetto may be simple, but he is wise enough to realise that what he

needs to know is the social and political origin of any claim to knowl-

edge rather than the veracity of its content. Donado’s oxymoronic

coupling of knowledge and simplicity serves to reinforce our sense of

the lack of wisdom that may be entailed in society’s privileging of the

status of the knower over the status of what is known, while Bergetto’s

blunt reference to a ‘dry beating’ merely offers a simple statement of

the power relations governing knowledge which are expressed so

much more knowingly by the Cardinal. Moreover, the phrase ‘dry

beating’, not suggested by anything in the preceding dialogue, may

well recall the phrase ‘dry basting’, used in The  Comedy  of  Errors by

Dromio of Syracuse to his master during a long discussion of the whys,

wherefores, rhymes and reasons of a beating which, as the audience

know, was actually administered on the basis of a mistaken identity

and as an apparently natural effect of the power-relation between the

two.45
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The inescapability of politics is something which Ford himself

underlines when he gives the Cardinal the closing speech of the play

and allows that final dismissive summing-up, ‘’tis pity she’s a whore’,

to stand as his own title. Although the greater part of the play has been

concerned with the domestic affairs of Parma, the dramatist shows

himself acutely aware that however peripheral the Cardinal may be to

the events of the plot, his social position is enough to ensure that

though his experiences may correlate only indirectly with those of the

rest of the characters, the language in which he chooses to describe

events will always be what passes for the normative and formative. The

Cardinal is also allowed to dispense justice on Putana,46 and chooses a

punishment which seems to label her crime as witchcraft when he

decrees that she shall be burned to ashes.47 His epistemological coun-

terpart Vasques, has, however, perhaps acted more judiciously when,

on his own initiative, he inflicted on Putana the traditional mytho-

logical punishment for inappropriate and particularly sexual

knowledge, the blinding which was the fate of Gloucester and the

choice of Oedipus.48 Oedipus is a figure with whom Orgilus in Ford’s

The Broken Heart explicitly compares himself – ‘Dark sentences are for

Apollo’s priests; / I am not Oedipus’49 (an allusion picked up in the

1994–5 Stratford-upon-Avon production by making Tecnicus blind) –

and the connection here is made particularly potent in the terms of

Vasques’ instruction, ‘You shall know presently. Come sirs, take me

this old damnable hag, gag her instantly, and put out her eyes’

(IV.iii.224–5). With its obvious literal and symbolic links to the

processes and politics of knowing, this literal disablement also bodies

forth the symbolic disabling strategies which have punctuated the

attempts of the Friar and the Cardinal to maintain control over knowl-

edge, and thus serves to align the Cardinal with his religious confrère as

well as with Vasques. Such a doubling of doublings serves as a power-

ful emblem for the radical instability with which Ford has imbued his

complex depictions of knowledge, its cognitive mechanisms and its

social meanings. If we agree with Giovanni, we are forced to recognise

that our own responses to the play must always be devalued because

of our merely vicarious experience of it; if we agree with the Friar, we

may well conclude that the very act of viewing the story has been an

essentially corrupting one, and that vicarious experience, far from

being insufficient, is therefore in itself too much. Paradoxically, the

perspective we are most likely to adopt is in fact that shared by the two

characters whom we may well like the least, the Cardinal and Vasques,

whose awareness of the uses of knowledge we are surely likely to share.
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As our ‘discovery’ of that initial allusion to Marlowe suggests, a play

which concentrates so much on dramatisation of the dangers of

knowledge never ceases to remind us that we are always already impli-

cated in it.50

And yet for all this highly sophisticated, complex, self-conscious

meditation on epistemology, the play also shows up that the entire

paraphernalia of the processes and politics of cognition can be simply

side-stepped and shortcircuited by Annabella and also, to a lesser but

no means insignificant extent, by Philotis. Though they may know

nothing but how to make marmalade and play instruments (a skill

which almost invariably has bawdy connotations on the Renaissance

stage), both these women nevertheless end the play spiritually whole,

and are indeed, apart from the equally untutored Bergetto, the only

characters who unequivocally do so. Philotis, who has not sinned at

all, departs in safety for a convent, and Annabella, who has, is so far

absolved by her conversation with the Friar and her simple faith in

him that she is allowed once again to inhabit the symbolically signif-

icant region of the upper stage from which her love for Giovanni had

initially banished her. Once again, women seem to be afforded a priv-

ileged access to a secure and interior realm to which men find it much

more difficult to enter, not, this time, because they ignore it, but

because they have attempted to construct an over-elaborate route to it.

In both The Duchess of Malfi and ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore, then, women

remain associated with nature, but that association is triumphantly

vindicated and redeemed because it also gives them a closer connec-

tion not only with the body but also, far more importantly, with the

soul.
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